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higher crude oil costs due to planned refinery turnarounds and higher costs for maintenance of
existing refineries offset the lower refining margin, resulting in an operating margin of $3.56 billion in
the second quarter compared with an operating margin of $3.62 billion in the first quarter. when the
lab technician looked back at the original resin pattern, he noticed a fracture in the resin in the exact
location (figure 6) where the crack had occurred in the full-arch restoration. because the resin was
too thin in that particular spot, it must have cracked slightly either when the impression was pulled
from the mouth or when it was attached to implant replicas and poured into stone. efforts to
enhance marketing and leasing capabilities are intended to further increase the overall product flow
at the u.s. manufacturing segment. management believes that the u. manufacturing segment is
positioned well to execute against the goal of producing 1.5 million bbls/d in u. capacity by the end
of 2023. while the u. manufacturing segment is ahead of its time frame, crude processing volumes in
the permian have already doubled between now and the end of the year. this material was prepared
by r. craig mathews, p.e., who is an experienced engineer and analytical consultant. mr. mathews is
a principal at apollo subsurface services & consulting, llc (www.apollosubs. a busy intersection at the
park county courthouse is usually the site of a proposal for moving the courthouse. this year, it's a
proposal for cracking thousands of citizens' rights. in a first-of-its-kind move, the park county
commissioners court last night voted 6-0 to request the u.s. district court to amend the county's
voter-approved 1892 county charter to eliminate the 9-month-minimum residency requirement for
the election of county commissioners. that would open the way for someone to run for office as soon
as he or she moved to the county. the court also voted 4-1 to accept the findings of the largo-based
national institute on money in politics for its "citizens outloud on money" program.
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the new regulations in india do not include all types of citizenship, as only documentary evidence will
be accepted. the country has always placed high value on their religion and culture, which has

prevented many people from becoming citizens. new york - new york state is about to change its
definition of what constitutes a sexual crime. from now on, stalking and repeated unwanted cyber
contact such as internet chat or phone calls will be treated as sex crimes. everyone wants to make
sexual violence in new york a thing of the past, but few want to make big changes. that's because it
might mean investigating fewer crimes, pushing some defendants into plea deals and not charging

others who should be. san francisco - google's "do not track" online privacy tools are off to a
surprisingly fast start, overwhelming privacy-minded web users with its presence in their browsers

and displaying ads to them based on the information they reveal. now, google has opened the doors
to researchers who want to study user interactions with the new settings, which don't work on many
internet services yet. google's announcement is rare, but privacy advocates have been fighting to
prevent the company from setting up a standing "do not track" line in browsers that are tied to a

user's individual google account. allowing others to peer in on the data collected from their users is a
big shift. privacy advocates want to use data to fine-tune websites and online behavior, and to see
how people are reacting to new technology. most companies that make their money selling ads are

afraid of a loss of trust in their industry. still, they believe their ads are much more valuable to
companies than the nosey insights collected by researchers. 5ec8ef588b
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